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Always know what you need to do with Tododo for iOS
Published on 09/07/11
Chicago based INTERSOG has introduced Tododo 1.0, their new mobile planning utility for
iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. Input, organize, and ultimately complete daily tasks. Tododo
gives users the power to plan ahead day-by-day anywhere from weeks to months in advance.
The app utilizes an intuitive layout together with enough functionality to help anyone
coordinate important tasks, set personal reminders, and even keep personal deadlines with
the aide of individual task-timers.
Chicago, Illinois - INTERSOG Mobile, a leading developer of mobile applications, has
announced the recent release of Tododo for the iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. Tododo is
built to be a mobile planning utility which gives users the power to plan ahead day by day
anywhere from weeks to months in advance. The app uses an intuitive layout and a broad
range of functionalities to help them coordinate important tasks, set personal reminders,
and even keep personal deadlines with the aide of individual task-timers. Tododo is
currently available for download on the Apple App Store for free in the Utilities
category.
This tool helps users stay on top of their busy lives by letting them input, organize, and
ultimately complete daily tasks. The app uses a practical structure that helps to complete
most important tasks on a day-by-day basis. Specific tasks can be represented by
differently colored labels which appear as highly visible colored dots within the
calendar, and the user is free to hide certain events while allowing the app to display
others. This ensures that users can easily track down and review specific tasks no matter
how busy and cluttered their schedule becomes.
Another special feature of the application is its ability to track the amount of time
users spend on specific tasks with the help of task-specific timers. Users are also given
the power to review the total amount of time spent on various tasks. Additionally,
creating personalized alerts and settings concrete due dates for a task is very simple to
do within the app as well. Modern consumers don't have time to lead a disorganized life
and forget to do one task or chore after another. Now with Tododo anyone can ensure that
it won't ever happen to them again.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, iPad
* Requires iOS 3.2 or later
* 6.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Tododo 1.0 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Utilities category.
INTERSOG Mobile:
http://apps.intersog.com
Tododo 1.0:
http://mobile.intersog.com/08/18/tododo/
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/id455674266
Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/081/Purple/71/16/8b/mzl.yomamrnw.320x480-75.jpg
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App Icon:
http://a1771.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/069/Purple/9b/bc/d1/mzm.gamxljgc.png?downloadKey=13153

Located in Chicago, Illinois, INTERSOG Mobile is a mobile industry subsidiary of INTERSOG
LLC focused on providing quality outsourced mobile application development services to a
diverse cross section of clientele. The organization prides itself on its partnership
approach when working through client projects and keeps the professionalism and
consistency of its team members at the forefront of its operational mantra. (C) INTERSOG
LLC 2011. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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